
Boho mini plant basket

Materials:
Cotton yarn
4mm or 4.5mm hook *If using a lighter cotton use 4.5*
Split ring (like for keychains!), Scissors, Tapestry needle

Pattern notes: This pattern is worked continuously around with the right side facing you
until you get to step 8!

Sc- single crochet ss- slip stitch ch- chain
inc- increase BLO- Back loop only dc- double crochet

1. Start with a magic ring, sc 8 in ring. Ss to first sc. ch 1. (8)

2. Inc in each stitch around. Ss, ch 1. (16)

3. [Inc, sc]*Repeat around. Ss, ch 1. (24)

4. [Inc, sc 2]*Repeat around. Ss, ch 1. (32)

5. In BLO, sc in each stitch around. Ss to 2nd stitch, not the first. (32, but after ss its 31)

6. Ch 3, dc in same stitch. [Skip next sc, 2DC in next.]*repeat until you have 16 clusters.

7. Ss between the first cluster stitches, then ss again so you are starting between the two

sets of clusters. Ch 3, dc in same stitch. [2DC between each cluster set] *repeat around



until you have 5 rows of clusters. When complete, ss between the two stitches of the first

cluster. Ch 1.

8. Sc in same space as ss. Sc between your first and second cluster. Sc between the two

dc stitches in the next cluster. Continue this way until you get back to your first sc. ss, ch

1. TURN. (32)

9. Sc 5. Ch 1 turn.

10. Repeat row 9 an additional 6 times. Cut yarn, pull through.

11. Take split ring and slide it onto the flat piece we just created. Weave the tail through your

last row and row 8.

12. Finish weaving all your tails in and you are done!

Pattern created by Bobbie wojton
Social: @IJustWannaBeKnotty

All photos were taken by me, so please do not claim them as your own.
Happy hooking!☺


